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Introduction
Energy Consumers Australia hosted their annual
Foresighting Forum on 19th-20th February 2020. The
forum brought together the energy sector to work
collaboratively on key issues affecting the future of
households and SMEs.
Forethought were invited to support the 2020
Foresighting Forum by presenting the findings of the
Future Energy Vision Research, supported by an
interactive session.
The objective of the interactive session was to
engage attendees with the research and together,
ideate for a better energy future anchored to what
households and SME’s wanted.
This report showcases the ideation process
facilitated in the interactive session and the ideas
that were developed.
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Ideating for a Better Energy Future
Workshop Agenda

Research
Immersion
Forethought shared
research on what was
important to households and
SME consumers in their
energy supply.
The research allowed the
Foresighting Forum
audience to align on the
future energy vision based
on what households and
SME’s wanted; this was the
anchor for the following
activities.

Key Takeouts
Individuals were asked to reflect
on the key takeouts from the
research, specifically, what was
confirmatory and what was a
surprise. The focus was on the
six areas households and SME’s
wanted for a better energy future.
These included:
1. Affordable
2. Simple
3. Clean
4. Easy to Manage
5. Inclusive
6. Reliable
This step gave another
opportunity for the audience to
build literacy in the research and
be open to new insights.
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Case Study
To set context for the
ideation session, we
facilitated interview was
held with Dale Holliss,
Manager Bundaberg
Canegrowers.
Dale spoke to his
experience with being
forced to innovate for a
better energy solution to
support irrigation of
sugarcane.

Ideation
The audience worked through a
‘Crazy 8’s’ ideation activity to solve
for one of the six better energy
future elements.
Whilst ideating solutions, the group
were challenged to find solutions
from a new perspective and were
questioned:
• How would a teacher solve this?
• How would an Apple Designer
solve this?
• How would Elon Musk solve for a
better energy future?
The group were given time to
discuss their ideas before choosing
the working group’s top solutions for
the next activity.

Prioritisation
The top ideas were plotted
on a matrix to help
individuals evaluate:
•

The ideas that had the
most impact, and

•

Ease of execution

Teams then shared their
ideas with the larger working
group.

From Stuck
to Solution
Solving for a Better
Energy Future

Solving for:
Affordable

From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix
Rewrite down for
networks
e.g. government
buy one stranded
asset

Requirements on
rental buildings
for efficiency

Incentives for
large business to
invest in
Demand
management and
electrifications

Social cost
reflective tariff for
cost reflective
segmented
pricing “fair” for
all

Public interest
retailer

Encourage
retailers to
provide low tariffs
by allowing to
keep any savings

Using consumer
data to determine
their best tariff
and requiring the
retailer to make
the change to
their tariff
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Solving for: Affordable

No interest cash
flow positive loan
program
e.g. incentives for
large industry

Wind up egg
timer style battery
units

Automated apps
that easy to use
to assist energy
efficiency

From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix

Solving for: Affordable

Stable climate
and energy policy

Meditate and
ditch wants!
Sustainable living
It’s more than
energy

Higher mandated
home and
appliance energy
efficiency
standards

Allow costrecovery based
on ability to pay:
“affordability
tariff”
P2Peer at local
schools / council
buildings with PV
for sale to
residents on
weekends
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Create a
communal
investment
platform for local
renewable
projects

Reduce
complexity of
offers, increase
predictability of
billing (e.g., fixed
D.D. per fortnight)

AI devices that
provide tips to
householders and
businesses

Alexa linked
energy efficiency
and demand
response linked
to your smart
device

Provide more
value for a given
cost: (advice,
appliance
replacement,
services, P2P
facilitation)

Engage schools in
more interactive
energy education
system
Inspire creative
ideas
Gamify and shared
value

From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix
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3
Targeted
‘affordable’ fixed
offers
Through:
• Retailers?
• Centrelink?

More blackouts,
for people who
can cope
- Who needs
what, reliability
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10

Help people go
‘off-grid’ where
system benefit
‘fringe’

9

Tried and true
Retrofit and
education and
coaching and
supplier
discussion

1

Respectful debt
repayment
programs
e.g., Aurora’s
debt program

5
Digitise to reduce
cost to serve

Solving for: Affordable
2
Public info
campaign
Must be ‘fun!’

9
Cap usage during
peak periods
(e.g. pool pumps)
8
Incentives for
change behaviour
and retrofits with
support initiative
e.g., coaching

7
Fortune cookie
advice
e.g., Gamification
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Make power free

Landlords
Provide incentives
(tax deductibility) to
convert rental
accommodation to
renewable energy
Sources → benefit
tenants

Reaggregate the
supply chain so
networks can be
retailers
↓ profit margins
Can still be
private sector

Uber
Monetize spare
capacity

Uber
Can gift your
unused power
capacity

Pocket virtual
power plants in
hats, clothes and
handbags

Solving for: Affordable

Primary school
Get weekly
energy allowance
(like pocket
money) if child
does 2 chores
each day

Stand alone
power systems
for remote
customers

Cost reflective
pricing

Install timers on
households items
to use power
when cheap

Create an
environment for
change in the
community
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‘Guide to energy
efficiency’ with
each appliance

Solving for:
Simple

From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix
1
Packaging of
multiple services
into one package
e.g. phone and
internet

All-in-one off-grid
generate / store
everything you
use

All-in-one tech for
real time energy
use, cost and
options to
improve

Improving safety
net for
consumers

Pooling local
generation and
storage in local
community and
sharing with
single flat target
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Solving for: Simple
Single flat fixed price
for electricity
↓ complex for
consumer, but
Increasing awareness
of trusted information
resources
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Solving for: Simple
1

Free energy for
all (no bills /
taxed)

Energy within
‘lifestyle’ plan

3
Tiered plans (a lá
health ins)

Vertical
integration

Pre-paid
consumption

Plug ‘n’ play
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Real time
consumption
monitoring and
communication

2
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Solving for: Simple

LI

United
government
agenda (COAG)

Reverse auction,
consumers buy
energy
1
Stronger federal
leadership

2

Support new
technology to
support
consumers (APS,
LOT, RES
battery, etc.)

Simplified billing

Simplify tariffs

Reliable skilled
workforce
3
Outlaw political
fibs about energy!

Community solar
farms
Greater support
for new arrivals
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Solving for: Simple

7

4
Outcomes based
regulations
People focused
(customer)

5
One single
regulator for
essential services
Dr. Jeff Hardy

Free energy!
The simplest
solution!

9
Trust embedded
in simplicity

8
All appliances
contain energy
usage built in to
appliance

Simple interface
to simplify
1
complexity
“Power your
house”
All the things you
want

Pay set price per
month.
Bundle
10

2
Interface with
third parties –
retailer,
aggregator.
Value proposition

3
All organisations
behind interface
are working
towards same
6 goal. Simple,
affordable, etc.

EE apps – what
is using too much
electricity?

Measurement of
energy in kwh?
Simple
measurement
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Solving for:
Clean

From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix
On board and on
target

Everyone
onboard with a
clear carbon
target
0 emissions
targets

I love energy
efficient
automation

Bragability
Trust

Solving for: Clean

Trusted transition
for communities

Clear and fair exit
strategy for ‘dirty’
energy and jobs

Information
campaign for
consumers and
affordability

Utility scale solar
wind connections
and
transmissions
cap

Rebuild with
resilience and
‘clean’

More EV’s
More renewables
Carbon tracker
app

Community
batteries
Quality of supply

Solar for renters
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New process to
co-design
physical,
financial,
regulatory
structures

Storable
renewable fuels
• Hydrogen
• Biofuels
• Heat

Pricing
• Real time
• Variable
• Cost reflective}
• Fair
(leads to efficiency)

Peer to peer
• Trading
• Donating
• Sharing
• Selfconsuming
• Market place

yet
predictable

From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix

PV for renters

Local storage
• Community
batteries
• Local
ownership

Clean energy has
to be sexy,
desirable, cool
Automation
• Selling / buying
• Charging
• Device
management
• Flexibility
• Smart grid
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Solving for: Clean

Reduce waste –
increase
efficiency
(housing
standards)

Lots and lots of
EV charging stat
ions, battery
exchange
stations

Portable DER
either physical or
shares in a nonportable battery /
solar farm

From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix

100% federal
renewables
energy target by
2030

Phase out fossil
gas for households
and businesses via
subsidy for clean
energy and remove
from dirty sources

Increased
stringency and
scope of building
and app
standards that
extend to existing
rental standards

Driving the
uptake of solar by
(residential and
commercial)
landlords through
incentives

P2P sharing /
selling of power
e.g. virtual grids

Social access
solar garden
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Remove
subsidies on
fossil fuels

Solving for: Clean

Mandate DV on
new buildings

Offer incentives
for EV’s
e.g. tax,
registration,
parking

Clean energy
incentive
schemes for
common financial
products
*best idea

Solar scheme for
low capital
households

Clean energy
showrooms

Business sector
based information
about clean
energy
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Solving for: Clean
1

Price on carbon

Impose carbon
intensity target of
0%

Nationalise
• All renewable
• Free (recovered
via efficient tax
system)

Energy efficiency
obligations (home
and business)

3

EV target – all
vehicles

More university
funding into
renewables and
technology
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Fixed system to
accommodate
more renewables

Solving for:
Easy To Manage

From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix

Solving for: Easy to manage
1

2
Handover control
to someone else

Home energy
management
from your phone

Fund arena to
continue to
facilitate on the
ground solutions

App / SMS –
based advice
3
Non-exploitative
defaults
Community
energy hub to
address diverse
language and
culture

Gamifying energy
savings
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Introduce a “best
interests”
obligation on
industry
operations

Campaign for
leadership on the
transition
• By
governments

Fix prices for ‘X’
years and use
funds for
transition banking
on lower delivery
costs in future

From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix

Solving for: Easy to manage

$1 = kw/h
=2x

Downsize

Integrated / smart
automation
(self-optimising
home)

= 2 uses

EV infrastructure
instead of cars

Temperature
(inside and
outside)
•
•
•
•
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Personalisation
Innovation
Trust
Standards

Self-optimising based
on user behaviour
and input

Making prices
clearer and
easier
Easy visibility /
participation in
clean energy

From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix
Base subscription
package with
bonus packs (like
mobile and travel)

Dollars per hour
running cost

Automatic
switching

Share-house bill
splitter

Portable,
personal
generation

Benevolent AI

Tailored to my
needs

Interconnectivity
of devices

Which of my
appliances is
using energy –
real time insight

On demand
generation unit,
battery
Community
generation – AI
tailored

“Genuine”
retailers
i.e. Coles – act
on consumers’
behalf

Redesign of
entire energy
eco-system

Building
standards – ‘my
house is not crap’

Simply share
energy / generate
with who I want

Gamification
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Solving for: Easy to manage

Buy my
neighbour’s solar
panel

From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix

Solving for: Easy to manage

4
Energy market
regulated by
government to
1
3
Strong and
ensure they act
Collaboration
enforced
responsibly and in between different
standards for all
consumers best
stakeholders to
new buildings /
interests
ensure standards
renovations /
are met
rentals
Increase
7
consumer
engagement and
education:
potentially by
incentivisation

6
Affordable home
energy
management
system

5
Community
online network to
connect similar
demo – graphics
so they can
shape energy
usage tips

App to get data 2
on individual
appliances and
energy efficiency
/ usage
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Solving for:
Inclusive

From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix
Community / peer
to peer markets

Communities at
the consumer
level

Supply energy as
part of a package

Energy grid
demand
integrated into
weather reports /
apps

Innovative supply
and demand
packages to
reduce peak
demand

A more tangible /
meaningful unit of
energy than kwh

Smart home
appliances
optimising energy
use
(automatically?)

Opt in for energy
engagement
(scaled)
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Solving for: Inclusive

Matching energy
user profiles

Co-operative
management of
energy provision

From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix

Solving for: Inclusive

App
• Consumption
• Spot price
• % of renewables
• Bill paying
• Alt languages

Nationalise the
energy sector
Easy way of
comparing
market offers and
switching

Inclusion for nonEnglish speaking
consumers
Energy saving
tips with bills

Standardise retail
market offers

Mobile batteries
EV’s as a
portable source
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Gamification for
children to
understand more
about power

Community
owned solar
garden
Community
battery
Virtual power
plant
Bruny / SA

Fund industry
and industry
consumer
organisations to
communicate
with cohort
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Energy Literacy
• Using digital technology
• Creative framing
• ‘Dumb ways to (not) save’
• ‘Dumb things that won’t
save you’
• Taking care with
underlying perceptions and
behaviour!

Energy Efficiency
Minimum
standards for all
rental properties

Energy services CO’s
Should be responsible
for undertaking digital
audits covering the
access, affordability and
literacy of their customer
base (including what
tech do/don’t they have)

Setup and lock in a
vision (whitepaper) to
allow companies to
confidently innovate
over reasonable
timeframes.
(Risk certainty)
Who: government

Social Housing
Major investment
in social housing
(which include
strong minimum
efficiency
standards)
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Framed by
principles based
approach, develop
a clear definition of
services (through
industry
collaboration, not
led by regulators)

Broader rating for
energy efficiency
and disclosure at
time of sale /
rental

Solar gardens
and virtual power
plants

Solving for: Inclusive

From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix
Cap prices
• Cost reflective
• Competition
beneath the
cap
(8+8)

Independent,
trusted end to
end solutions
provider
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Energy as a gift

Treat the grid as
a national
essential service

Solving for: Inclusive

New network that
supersedes the
current one (i.e.
internet)

System flexibility
for individual
needs

Ride sharing for
electricity

From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix
2
Better price
signally to enable
customer choice

Solving for: Inclusive
1
School based /
children led
energy campaign
e.g., QLD water
campaign

AI enables price
discrimination
(pay for your
preferred level of
reliability)

3
Design inclusive
communication
methods

Information
campaign on
where your
energy comes
from

Citizen’s forum
on energy
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From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix

Research:
different
segments have
different needs –
diversity

Safeguards for
vulnerable
customers

Hear the voice of
the silent
customer

Education
forums: targeted,
non-biased
advice

Standardise
simple, easy to
understand bills

Build your own
energy offer:
→ customer
preferences: clean,
cheap, DR, etc.

Coherent signals
by industry

Solving for: Inclusive

Data solutions:
able to share and
compare

Citizens
assembly to
shape: policy,
industry, etc.

Actions –
feedback loop on
customers’ say
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Solving for:
Reliable

From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix

“Community
solar” style grid
management
“Outcome-based”
regulations. Not
about “do this”.
More “do what you
need to achieve
this”. Based on
consumer priorities

Tailored
“reliability plans”
to reduce cost
e.g., “blackout
proof” vs. flexible
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Solving for: Reliable

“Self reliance”
with own
generation
sources at site or
precinct level.
“Mesh network”
for energy

Reality TV show on
energy: sleuthing
“who is stealing my
money in the value
stack”
“High drama on the
trading floor”

“Boston Legal” or
“Wolf of Wall
Street” but set in
energy sector.
“The Big Short”

From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix
Base and
optional settings
for reliability (at
point of contract)

Default fund
coverage for
behind the meter
product and
service providers
(new term
product reliability)

Means for
consumers to
participate and
monetise their
contributions to
system reliability

Community
battery schemes
(local area)
Facilitate
household
demand
response
participation

Facilitate
business demand
response
participation
Renewable
energy diversity
of source
(generation
reliability)
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Solving for: Reliable

The ability to soak
up excess power /
voltage, EIC for the
benefit of the
system
(discretionary load
management)

Products and
services altered
i.e. reliability vs.
cost reduced

A simple
consumer
framework for
understanding
reliability – cost
and trade off
implications
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Solving for: Reliable

Automated
dispatch of
batteries into offgrid communities

Underground
networks

IoT enabled micro
grid allowing
customers to
prioritise some
appliances over
others
Better cheaper
batteries

Rapid restoration >
prevention for
network reliability
Network-organised
(LV) batteries

‘Asking nicely’ is an
underrated and
underused policy
tool, including to
ask people to lower
demand at peaks

Reliability as
availability of
capacity and/or
services when
demanded
36

Better
communication and
information to
customers (about
outages etc.)

Reliable billing that
is accurate and ontime – not just
network and
generation
adequacy

From Stuck to Solution: Impact Matrix

Solving for: Reliable
3
Put all distribution
networks
underground

1
Micro grid, SAPs
islanded networks
reducing unplanned
outages

2
Deploy small
generators to offset
impact of planned
outrages
Assisted
inspections and
maintenance

Mandate retailers
passing on costs
reflective
Crowd sourced
asset health
monitoring
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Automated
distributed energy
resource
management
system

EV public transport
that provide
demand
management
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